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War is the cause of tremendous human suffering. To reduce such

harm, governments have developed tools to alert civilians of immi-

nent threats. Whether these systems are effective remains largely

unknown. We study the introduction of an innovative smartphone

application that notifies civilians of impending military operations

developed in coordination with the Ukrainian government after the

Russian invasion. We leverage quasi-experimental variation in the

timing of more than 3,000 alerts to study civilian sheltering behav-

ior, using high-frequency geolocation pings tied to 17 million mobile

devices, 60% of the connected population in Ukraine. We find that,

overall, civilians respond sharply to alerts, quickly seeking shelter.

These rapid post-alert changes in population movement attenuate

over time, however, in a manner that cannot be explained by adap-

tive sheltering behavior or calibration to the signal quality of alerts.

Responsiveness is weakest when civilians have been living under

an extended state of emergency, consistent with the presence of an

alert fatigue effect. Our results suggest 35-45% of observed civilian

casualties were avoided because of public responsiveness to the mes-

saging system. Importantly, an additional 8-15% of civilian casualties

observed during the later periods of the conflict could have been

avoided with sustained public responsiveness to government alerts.

We provide evidence that increasing civilians’ risk salience through

targeted government messaging can increase responsiveness, sug-

gesting a potential policy lever for sustaining public engagement

during prolonged episodes of conflict.
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Interstate military disputes, especially those that unfold in1

densely populated urban areas, disrupt civilian life, under-2

mining human welfare and reducing economic activity. In an3

attempt to reduce civilian casualties and promote freedom of4

movement, governments often engage in extensive messaging5

about where and when potential attacks may occur. Gov-6

ernments of 40 countries, representing at least 58% of the7

global population, have developed these messaging systems to8

address persistent threats to civilians’ physical security. By9

informing the public during conflict, governments and aligned10

private actors may prevent harm.11

Despite the importance of alert systems and their extensive12

use in states under conflict, there is little evidence to date13

on whether and under what conditions these alerts impact14

public behavior. Although it is intuitive to expect civilians to15

take immediate, costly action in response to alerts of immi-16

nent harm, it is not clear how quickly they respond to these17

messages, and indeed, whether they do so at all (1). This18

evidence gap is largely due to our inability to reliably measure19

how people’s movements shift in the moments following notifi-20

cation of imminent threats. Yet public response to this type21

of high-frequency, localized messaging remains a first-order22

concern for public policy (2). In order to minimize harm while23

enabling continued economic and social activity during conflict, 24

public actors need a mechanism for transmitting information 25

that shapes mobility and enables the public to seek shelter 26

and calibrate their movements with respect to the militarized 27

environment. 28

Study overview. We provide credible estimates of immediate 29

behavioral change among the public in response to govern- 30

ment alerts about imminent risk. We study these dynamics 31

in Ukraine following the February 2022 invasion by Russian 32

forces. After the incursion of military forces into urban areas, 33

the Ukrainian government coordinated the development of a 34

smartphone application for transmitting public alerts about 35

impending Russian military operations. These messages were 36

then re-circulated via a collection of mobile device applica- 37

tions as well as through social media platforms (e.g., Telegram) 38

and traditional air sirens. The content of the messages corre- 39

sponded to that of a traditional siren: indicating the start and 40

end of an air alert, together with its location (3). This was the 41

case across platforms, so we treat the multi-platform message 42

as a single notification transmitted through several channels of 43

communication. To quantify the information available to civil- 44

ians, we compile these messages about locational and temporal 45

risks. We combine the location and timing of these messages 46

with high-frequency, spatially disaggregated data on device 47

mobility. This pairing of messages and mobility enables us to 48

study whether device movement changes discontinuously as air 49

raid alerts are transmitted to civilians and their mobile devices. 50

This quasi-experimental approach provides credible estimates 51
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of costly, real-world responses to alerts during conflict.52

Relying on estimates from more than 3,000 local, device-53

by-minute event studies, we document five core findings: (i)54

civilians, on average, respond sharply to alerts, rapidly increas-55

ing their movement patterns as they flee imminent harm; (ii)56

these rapid post-alert changes in civilian movement attenuate57

substantially as the war progresses; (iii) this attenuation can-58

not be explained by adaptations in sheltering such as seeking59

protection in underground bunkers or using an alternative60

tactic called the “two wall rule” ; (iv) public responsiveness61

attenuates even when civilians are exposed to higher-quality62

information; (v) post-alert movement patterns attenuate more63

rapidly when the local population has been living under an64

extended ‘state of alarm’, where they have been exposed to a65

high duration of recent bombardment alerts. Taken together,66

these results are consistent with the presence of an alert fatigue67

e�ect.68

To quantify the consequences of diminished public respon-69

siveness to government messages, we conduct a series of coun-70

terfactual exercises to estimate the excess civilian casualties71

prevented by the alert system, as well as those that could72

have been avoided in the absence of any alert fatigue. Link-73

ing the mobility response to a novel source of information on74

civilian harm, we find that the overall mobility in response to75

the alerts significantly reduced the number of civilian casu-76

alty events, but diminished responsiveness also led to a large77

number of plausibly avoidable civilian deaths. In particular,78

our bounding exercises suggest that 35-45% of potential civil-79

ian casualties were avoided through the messaging system,80

although between 8-15% of observed civilian casualties could81

have additionally been avoided if post-alert responsiveness82

had remained the same over time. These figures suggest that83

government messaging can be a powerful tool to minimize84

harm during war, but public engagement with these alerts is85

essential. To that end, we present suggestive evidence of the86

potential for salient government messaging, over and above ba-87

sic alerts, to increase public engagement. First, we document88

that the public shelter response to alerts is nearly twice as89

large on days when the Ukrainian government sent out special90

nationwide alerts regarding Russian operations in addition to91

the usual air alerts. Second, we estimate that devices that are92

one standard deviation (275km) closer to the front line at the93

time of an alert have a shelter response that is nearly twice as94

large. This gives an indirect estimate of the potential gains in95

engagement that can be achieved by stimulating civilian risk96

perceptions through appropriate messaging interventions.97

In general, our findings imply, on the one hand, that civil98

defense alert systems play an important role in protecting99

civilians from harm. On the other hand, we provide evidence100

that engagement with these systems declines with repeated101

exposure and with decreased civilian risk salience, leading102

to avoidable deaths. This suggests that further optimization103

of government messaging strategies during conflict can lead104

to important welfare gains. In particular, open questions105

remain regarding what types of messages are most e�ective at106

boosting public engagement and sustaining this boost even in107

the presence of continued, high-frequency signals.108

Literature and contribution. This research addresses a number109

of prominent, open questions in the social sciences. Prior110

work has considered how civilians respond to weather shocks111

and natural disasters (4), localized economic shocks (5), and112

political crises (6). Other work has considered how civilians’ 113

decisions to flee are shaped by exposure to violence during 114

war (7, 8). Less focus has been paid to how public response 115

during a period of heightened uncertainty can be shaped by 116

an information operation run by a government actor (9). The 117

literature on early warning systems for natural disasters has 118

long recognized the importance of a people-centered approach 119

to the development of these systems (10). Recent research in 120

this literature has studied the public perception of and response 121

to early warning systems through surveys, for example in the 122

context of earthquakes (11, 12) and floods (13, 14). Some 123

evidence also exists on the public’s psychological response to air 124

raids in the Second World War, based on medical records (15). 125

The public’s immediate behavioral (non-survey) response to 126

warning systems, however, is understudied (16, 17), especially 127

in the context of mobile warning message systems (18–20). We 128

fill this gap in the literature by providing credible estimates 129

of the public’s immediate response to air alerts using high- 130

frequency mobile device location data. 131

Moreover, research on informational nudges typically fo- 132

cuses on low-cost, low-stakes, one-shot settings, where behav- 133

ioral change may have a marginal e�ect on worker productivity 134

(21), engagement with public services (22, 23), or engagement 135

with politics (24). We focus on a setting that is repeated many 136

times in a short time span, where acquiring and disseminating 137

information to the public is relatively high-cost, and where 138

the public’s response to the informational nudge is typically 139

very high-stakes. In the cases where research has focused on 140

high-risk settings, this work has focused almost exclusively 141

on downstream behavioral proxies or on a narrow geographic 142

context. Our paper fills this gap by directly studying the be- 143

havioral outcome of interest—whether and how much civilians 144

evade danger—in a country-scale, repeated quasi-experimental 145

setting. 146

This paper also addresses a prominent gap in our under- 147

standing of decisions under risk. Prior work has found that 148

risk profiles remain largely stable over time (25), with exoge- 149

nous shocks typically triggering an increase in preferences for 150

certainty (26). Research on these topics is usually limited by 151

the use of lab-based measures of low-stakes and/or hypotheti- 152

cal decision-making. These measures are also di�cult to track 153

over time and may not have much transferability to high-stakes 154

decisions under risk. Our study speaks directly to these gaps 155

in design and setting by studying device-by-minute variation 156

in responsiveness over time, in response to a multitude of 157

high-risk information shocks. Unlike prior work, we find that 158

responsiveness attenuates over time, even after we account for 159

the possibility that this is driven by civilians acquiring higher- 160

quality information (false positive alarms) or substituting risk 161

through alternative channels (sheltering underground or inside 162

the home). Moreover, a gap in responsiveness quickly emerges 163

over time between subjects exposed to longer versus shorter 164

emergency alert duration. This broadly suggests that risk 165

profiles do not demonstrate a tendency towards risk aversion 166

in a high-stakes setting. Instead, our results are consistent 167

with cognitive fatigue generating negative externalities. 168

Conceptual framework. We anticipate, all else equal, that civil- 169

ians will respond to warnings about an imminent threat by 170

seeking shelter. In our primary design, this will involve evading 171

harm through rapid movement. This overall e�ect may vary 172

over time, as the dynamics of the conflict environment change. 173
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There are three plausible mechanisms that could explain why174

escaping harm through evasion (population movement) might175

attenuate over time. First, civilians may have quickly adapted176

to the threat environment, seeking shelter underground – pos-177

sibly in newly erected or designated underground shelters –178

rather than fleeing above ground; or sheltering inside of their179

own homes using the so-called “rule of two walls”. Second,180

any attenuation in responsiveness could be due to civilians181

calibrating whether signals from the government are infor-182

mative (i.e., government messages in a given area may be183

undermined by a high false positive rate). Third, attenuation184

could be due to alert fatigue (alternatively, normalization to185

risk), which is likely accelerated by the time civilians spend186

under persistent ‘states of emergency’ (longer duration alerts).187

We evaluate these arguments empirically using a combination188

of high-frequency alerts and population mobility information,189

observed over time.190

Results191

Evading harm through movement We begin by studying192

whether and how civilians respond to bombardment alerts.193

This is shown in Figure 2 for the pooled sample between194

March and September 2022. Across our various outcomes195

and across periods, the pre-alert indicators help to validate196

that movement patterns were not significantly shifting prior197

to the threat notification being sent. This suggests that198

civilians were not acting in anticipation of a future threat199

prior to the alert, which is evidence in favor of the credibility200

of our identification strategy. After the alert is sent, we find201

a large, consistently positive e�ect of the notification on202

overall movement as well as speed. Civilians move quickly to203

avoid the potential military operation that prompted the alert.204

205

Attenuation over time We test whether these e�ects206

vary heterogeneously across periods.� We have split the207

conflict into three phases: the first two months of recorded208

alert activity; the second two months, when Russian forces209

had settled into certain areas and were engaging in regular210

activities; and a final phase, when Russian forces had largely211

reached stasis or were losing ground in certain regions. These212

are the three response profiles in Figure 3, where increasing213

warmth of color corresponds to a later stage of the war. The214

public was most responsive to alerts in the first two periods215

of the conflict. However, the post-alert response diminished216

significantly over time, suggesting limited civilian sheltering217

as the war drags on. This pattern continues to hold when we218

consider extended post-alert windows of 1 and 4 hours for the219

subsets of alerts that last at least that long, in Figure SI-8.†220

The pattern also holds across urban and rural areas, as shown221

in Figure SI-7, though the relative decline in response is more222

muted in rural areas.‡223

224

Adapting to air alerts The attenuation in civilian movement225

after alerts may also reflect adaptation—increasing use of226

�We discuss sample composition changes and changes in the app’s notifications in Supporting
Information.

†Shelter response appears to persist throughout these extended alarms. There may be a slight
reversion to zero at the 3-hour mark, though the 4-hour estimates are rather noisy due to the small
sample size, with 50% of alarms lasting less than an hour.

‡We designate urban areas as those covered by 131 “cities of regional significance” – an admin-
istrative division that was replaced in 2020 – plus Kyiv and Sebastopol (which had a separate
administrative designation). This covers all Ukrainian cities with a population of over 250,000.

potentially improvised on-site or nearby bomb shelters, or of 227

the so-called “rule of two walls” (pravilo dvokh stin), which 228

substitutes underground sheltering with sheltering in indoor 229

spaces that are separated from the outdoors by at least two 230

walls. 231

We investigate the first of these alternative hypotheses by 232

leveraging the spatial telemetry of cellphone devices, which 233

includes a device’s altitude and thus allows us to estimate 234

vertical population movement. We anticipate that civilians 235

engaging in post-alert flight will take advantage of under- 236

ground infrastructure to avoid potential bombardment risks. 237

We reproduce the event study specification estimated above, 238

switching the outcome of interest from distance traveled to 239

vertical movement via discernible changes in altitude. These 240

results are shown in Figure 4. There are significant reductions 241

in altitude post-alert for the earliest period of the conflict. 242

This is consistent with civilians seeking shelter underground. 243

However, the estimated e�ects following the alert attenuate 244

to roughly zero during the later stages of the conflict. This in- 245

dicates that the public was not adapting to the bombardment 246

risks by substituting spatial flight for sheltering below ground. 247

Instead, our results suggest civilians were similarly less likely 248

to engage in e�orts to avoid bombardment overall after the 249

alerts were circulated. 250

To assess whether the observed attenuation over time can 251

be explained by civilians increasingly substituting actual 252

bomb shelters for indoor sheltering using the “rule of two 253

walls”, we isolate subsets of devices that were plausibly 254

unable to shelter indoors at the time the alarm went o�. 255

In particular, in Figure 5, we replicate Figure 3 for devices 256

that were at least 100 meters away from home throughout 257

the entire alert window (left panel) or traveling at a speed 258

of at least 0.3 km/h (5 meters/minute) throughout the alert 259

window. The observed attenuation in shelter response is 260

almost identical to the one observed for the entire sample, 261

suggesting the decline in response is not driven by devices 262

that increasingly substitute at-home or indoor shelters for 263

bomb shelters. It is, of course, likely that a subset of devices 264

does rely on the rule of two walls, but Figure 5 suggests 265

that this subset is not increasing substantially over time in 266

a way that could explain the observed attenuation. This is 267

further supported by the fact that the Government of Ukraine 268

was already distributing information about the rule of two 269

walls as early as March 16 (27), which suggests most citizens 270

were likely aware of this option from early on in the war, 271

instead of awareness of the rule spreading gradually among 272

the population. Moreover, in what follows, we document a 273

robust negative correlation between local shelter response and 274

local civilian casualties. This suggests that at-home sheltering 275

is not a perfect substitute for bomb shelters, which would 276

explain why we observe a substantial shelter response in the 277

first period even if citizens were already fully aware of the 278

rule of two walls at the time. Indeed, while bomb shelters are 279

purpose-built for withstanding aerial bombings, the two-wall 280

rule is likely a less e�ective sheltering alternative, as confirmed 281

by reports of drone attacks on residential buildings (28) by 282

Kyiv’s emergency management chief in various public media 283

reports (29). 284

285

Calibrating signal quality Another central mechanism that 286

could explain attenuation is public calibration of information 287

Van Dijcke et al. PNAS | February 26, 2023 | vol. XXX | no. XX | 3
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quality. Messages transmitted by the government vary in288

quality, as measured by the extent to which an anticipated289

military operation materializes in a particular location at290

a specific time during which there was an alert sent to the291

public. Since conflict events are salient, we anticipate civilians292

are aware of and respond to conflict. In another study, we293

test this conjecture and find a robust association between294

retrospective self-reports of communal violence exposure295

and local violent events (as measured through the VIINA296

platform) during the sample period in Ukraine. If civilians297

learn over time that signal quality varies dynamically, they298

may adjust their behavior accordingly. In particular, we would299

expect to see less attenuation in responsiveness among devices300

receiving higher-quality signals (lower false positive rates) if301

the attenuation is driven by devices calibrating with respect302

to information quality. We test this conjecture using trends303

in local false positive rates in 14, 7, and 3-day windows prior304

to the alert of interest. Following our other tests, we split305

the sample at the median of these false positive rates, and306

compare the period-by-period change in responsiveness across307

populations with higher and lower-quality signals. These re-308

sults are shown in Figure 6. We find no evidence of diminished309

attenuation among populations exposed to higher-quality310

information. Instead, the trend in attenuation remains similar311

across high and low-quality signals. These results are also sta-312

ble if we use alternative windows (see Figures SI-10 and SI-11).313

314

Alert fatigue We evaluate whether the duration of alert315

exposure influences public responsiveness. To measure alert316

duration, we take advantage of information about when317

alerts are active (start and end time) as well as when alerts318

occur within a moving window of fixed width (21 days). We319

then split the sample of notification alerts based on whether320

the alert occurs during a period of high (above median)321

alarm exposure or not. Subsequently, we visualize how322

the public responds to bombardment alerts during various323

conflict periods, allowing our estimated e�ects of notification324

to vary with recent trends in the duration of time under325

alarm. These results are introduced in Figure 7. Notice in326

the upper left panel that high and low duration estimates327

overlap significantly, suggesting that increased movement328

patterns after alert notifications were consistent early in the329

conflict. However, as the conflict reaches the later phases, in330

the middle and right panels, the total movement response331

declines and it declines disproportionately for individuals332

that have been exposed to an intense information pressure333

to seek shelter. These e�ects are also consistent if we use334

cumulative duration of exposure, rather than recent trends335

in exposure, indicating that alerts with longer lengths may336

undermine the public’s responsiveness to government messages.337

Taken together, these results suggest that the observed atten-338

uation in shelter response was primarily driven by alert fatigue.339

340

Policy impact of notification: avoided and avoidable341

harm to civilians We next estimate how many lives were342

saved through deployment of the notification system. We343

also estimate the number of avoidable excess deaths due to344

non-responsiveness in later periods.345

In order to evaluate these counterfactuals, we rely on sev-346

eral parameters: the mobility-casualty association; the dam-347

age multiplier linking observed military activity with casualty348

counts; the counterfactual change in mobility, which depends 349

on each policy scenario; and the intensity of alert activity 350

during a given period. To recover these parameters, we be- 351

gin by calculating the mobility-casualty association using the 352

early period, finding that increased post-alert movement sig- 353

nificantly reduces subsequent casualties in the alert window. 354

We also gather statistics about mobility across alerts through- 355

out the study period and supplemental data that allow us to 356

identify civilian casualty counts. We combine these measures 357

to calculate the counterfactual avoided casualties, where the 358

mobility-casualty relationship allows us to calibrate the down- 359

stream e�ects of observed (and counterfactual) responsiveness 360

to alerts, taking into account the time-varying intensity of the 361

conflict and impacts of changes in weapons technology and 362

lethality. We provide additional technical details in Supporting 363

Information. 364

Our first counterfactual exercise investigates how many 365

potential casualties were avoided given the observed level of 366

mobility triggered by early warning alerts. We estimate that 367

an additional 1,617 civilian casualties were avoided relative to 368

a counterfactual with no post-alert movement. This avoided 369

loss of life represents 45% of observed casualties recorded in 370

our primary casualty data during the sample period (‡ce = 371

.093).§ Alternatively, if we adjust the counterfactual to allow 372

for some anticipatory sheltering even in the absence of an alert, 373

equivalent to what is observed during the final period of the 374

study, we estimate alerts prevented an additional 1,269 civilian 375

casualties (approximately 35% of observed casualties, ‡ce = 376

.075). We believe these to be credible counterfactuals as it is 377

unlikely civilians could accurately anticipate the exact timing 378

of air alerts without information from the military’s aircraft 379

and missile detection systems. These exercises suggest the 380

public benefit due to government alerts was a counterfactual 381

reduction of civilian casualties between 35% and 45%. 382

Our second counterfactual exercise investigates how many 383

excess deaths plausibly occurred due to non-responsiveness 384

in later periods. That is, if responsiveness remained high, 385

how much additional welfare gain could have been achieved 386

using the alert system. If civilians moved, on average, as 387

much as they did during this initial phase, how many civilian 388

casualties could have been avoided? Additional details on the 389

methodology used for calculating excess death are provided in 390

Supporting Information. 391

We present several excess death estimates, which help 392

bound the figures we present.¶ We first incorporate day- 393

specific measures of post-alert mobility as well as day-specific 394

weights that help us adjust the casualties-per-event calculation. 395

We next adjust our measure of post-alert mobility using trends 396

in movement observed between the first and third periods (but 397

keeping our casualty weights fixed). This approach is most 398

similar to the split-sample approach in our main design. We 399

finally combine the trends in movement with trends in event 400

severity, which allows us to smooth out spikes in casualties per 401

event due to a sudden but temporary shift in weapon lethality. 402

The time series of excess deaths is shown in Figure SI-1. The 403

first and second approaches bound the estimated number of 404

excess deaths due to the observed alert fatigue between 8% 405

(‡ce = .015) and 15% (‡ce = .024). The third approach bounds 406

it at 12% (‡ce = .020). 407

§Additional details on the calculation of counterfactual variability is presented in Supporting Informa-
tion.

¶We illustrate the corresponding trends in excess deaths in Figure SI-1.
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Optimizing messaging during war: theory and evidence408

In light of the evidence presented above, what steps could409

policymakers take to address alert fatigue during an ongoing410

conflict?411

First, theoretical models of persuasion provide insights412

into ways to optimize messaging (30), including using styl-413

ized models to clarify complex dynamics in order to persuade414

message recipients (31).� In the setting we study, this would415

involve providing information that allows recipients—members416

of the public—to fit data they have about the world (i.e., their417

wartime experiences) with present risk (e.g., the specific threat418

triggering a message from the government). Particularly rele-419

vant is prior work on information operations during conflict (9).420

This work suggests that messages which provide a narrative421

model can significantly increase welfare-enhancing but costly422

behaviors among recipients.��
423

Second, a battery of observational and experimental studies424

has investigated the e�ectiveness of various message types and425

narrative primes on public behavior (35). This work has426

demonstrated, for example, that highlighting the behaviors of427

neighbors or members of the respondent’s social network can428

significantly impact attitudinal and behavioral outcomes in429

high-stakes settings (23, 36, 37). Information treatments that430

emphasize personal health risks lead to an increased willingness431

to change health-related behaviors (38). Importantly, these432

primes shaped behavior across polarized ideological groups.433

Messages that emphasize communal behaviors and collective434

incentives also a�ect behavior (39, 40).435

We add to this body of evidence by studying how govern-436

ment messages that aim to increase the salience of air raid risks437

among the public a�ect their sheltering response. Although438

the application studied above helps transmit government alerts439

by providing a novel communication channel, it did not, during440

our sample period, communicate any additional information441

asides from that conveyed by traditional air sirens: start, end,442

location, and type of possible air attacks. This suggests that443

there is room to complement the air alerts with alternative444

types of messaging that highlight risk salience, such as the445

cues relating to social context and personal risk studied in the446

literature.†† As it is di�cult to obtain experimental estimates447

in our setting due to practical and ethical constraints, we rely448

on two observational measures of government messaging and449

risk salience.450

First, we leverage the timing of nationwide alerts sent by451

the government about highly credible intelligence concerning452

Russian operations before and during several important pe-453

riods of public remembrance, most notably Victory Day, the454

Day of Mourning and Commemoration of War Victims, and455

Independence Day. Since information about these threats was456

broadcast widely during preparations for these special periods,457

we study whether the combination of local alerts and macro-458

level information about the credibility of potential threats sig-459

nificantly enhances public responsiveness. Importantly, these460

episodes of heightened alert occurred during periods when461

responsiveness was trending downward, enabling us to study462

whether a double-barreled message (local alerts combined463

with a signal of credibility) can motivate sheltering amidst464

�For additional models of signal-based persuasion, see (32) and (33).
��See also (34) for evidence on the effectiveness of narrative models during conflict.
†† Indeed, 2 months after the end of this study’s sample period, Ajax Systems introduced a post-alert

mobile push notification promoting fundraising efforts for the Ukrainian armed forces (41).

increasing alert fatigue. We find that responsiveness to these 465

combined messages, relative to the median of similar alerts 466

during the same time periods, increased by approximately 50% 467

(— = 593.27, p <.001), helping to close the sheltering gap in 468

later periods. This large positive e�ect on shelter response 469

compared to other days further suggests that there is indeed 470

room for additional types of messaging to bolster response. 471

Second, we estimate how the shelter response varies with 472

a device’s distance to the front line. We expect that citizens 473

perceive the risk the war poses to their safety to be higher 474

the closer they are to the front line and that they accordingly 475

respond more strongly to the threat of air raids.‡‡ As such, 476

being closer to the front line should mimic the influence of an 477

e�ective messaging campaign: increasing risk salience. Build- 478

ing on this intuition, we re-estimate the event study in our 479

main specification, allowing the shelter response to vary with 480

a device’s distance to the front line, within any given alert 481

region. Using this approach, we find that devices that are 482

farther from the front line at the time an alert is activated 483

respond much less strongly to the alert (Figure 8): being one 484

standard deviation (275km) away from the front line decreases, 485

on average, the response by about 50% compared to being right 486

at the front line. This gap in response persists across periods, 487

although it narrows in the last period, when the response of 488

devices away from the front line also declines. Importantly, 489

the threshold for the activation of an air alert is identical for 490

locations with varying proximity to the frontline within each 491

alert region. Moreover, the associated likelihood of an actual 492

bombing should not be expected to vary substantially within 493

a given region either. This suggests there is indeed room for 494

policymakers to heighten people’s sensitivity to risk, all else 495

equal. Though this reduced-form exercise cannot tell us which 496

kinds of salient messages are e�ective, it helps to give a sense of 497

the potential welfare gains associated with increasing citizens’ 498

risk salience. 499

Overall, these two exercises suggest that additional govern- 500

ment messaging aimed at increasing the salience and credibility 501

of potential threats can increase civilian shelter response over 502

and above the level induced by simple alert messages alone. 503

As such, this type of messaging may be e�ective in addressing 504

the alert fatigue this study has documented, and thus increase 505

the estimated positive welfare impact of early warning alert 506

platforms. Future work could study in more detail which 507

types of messages are most e�ective in conflict settings, per- 508

haps combining alerts with informative nudges about harm 509

avoidance and various statistics on localized communal harm. 510

It may also be important to consider how to sustain durable 511

public engagement in the presence of high-frequency primes. 512

Prior work, cited above, largely focuses on the impact of one 513

information treatment, or on regular but infrequent messages. 514

The context we study, on the other hand, is characterized by 515

a high volume of messages that may, in a manner independent 516

of otherwise persuasive message content, have dynamic e�ects 517

on responsiveness over time.§§ We anticipate this is an area of 518

significant policy interest that future research might be able 519

to address. 520

‡‡This is corroborated by qualitative reports from Ukraine, e.g. (42).
§§(37) find there is no crowding out when multiple nudges are combined at a given point in time. But it

is not clear whether this extrapolates to multiple nudges spread out over time.
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Discussion521

We provide credible quantitative evidence of the e�ectiveness522

of messaging about imminent risk during conflict. Combining523

granular data on population movement and high-frequency,524

localized alerts about imminent threats, we find that civilians525

respond sharply to these alerts, moving significantly in the526

minutes following notifications. These rapid shifts in mobility527

decline as the war continues, consistent with public fatigue. We528

corroborate these findings by leveraging information devices’529

elevation, speed, and estimated home locations, which indicate530

the public did not adjust to a sharp attenuation in observable531

movement by seeking underground shelter closer by, or inside532

their own homes. Attenuation also could not be explained by533

calibration to the quality of information. This attenuation in534

movement, however, is marginally greater among individuals535

exposed to longer alerts that kept the Ukrainian public in536

a�ected areas under protracted states of alarm. Our coun-537

terfactual exercises suggest early warning alerts significantly538

reduced the overall number of potential civilian casualties (by539

45%), though 8 to 15% of observed civilian casualties could540

have been avoided if public responsiveness remained as high541

throughout the conflict as it was during the initial phase. Un-542

derstanding why the public’s engagement changed so quickly543

during a high-stakes conflict has significant implications for544

future policy interventions as well as prior scholarship.545

Materials and Methods546

Mobile Device Movement Anonymized device-level loca-547

tion data is obtained from location data provider Veraset.¶¶
548

The data consists of “pings”, which are timestamped GPS549

locations shared by the device with a mobile app. Veraset550

aggregates and cleans such data, obtained from thousands551

of so-called “Software-Development Kits” (SDK), which are552

packages of tools that provide the infrastructure for many553

mobile applications. Location data from the same device but554

di�erent SDKs can be combined by relying on the anonymized555

device ID, which is a unique string associated with a particular556

mobile device and can only be changed through a factory reset.557

As a result, the data provide insights into the movement of558

a substantial share of Ukrainian mobile devices: after cleaning559

the data and filtering it on a period and regions of interest,560

we obtain around 500 million unique pings, corresponding to561

around 17 million unique devices. With a population of 44562

million and smartphone penetration of 63%, this corresponds563

to around 60% of Ukrainian mobile devices.564

The cleaning and filtering steps applied are as follows.565

First, we restrict the sample to pings observed between566

January 1 and September 30, 2022. To improve data quality,567

we remove “jumpy” pings, which result from distortions in568

the GPS signal, by filtering out pings where the device moved569

from one location to the next at a speed faster than 300 km/h.570

We also remove pings with a horizontal accuracy (the radius571

of the margin of error of the device’s location) of more than572

150 meters. Finally, we only retain pings in those regions for573

which we have air raids data (see below for more details). The574

sample scale of devices remains consistent with changes in the575

relocation patterns of Ukrainian citizens during the sample576

period as reported by the United Nations High Commissioner577

for Refugees (UNHCR). We find similar distances traveled578

¶¶https://www.veraset.com/

per device by day throughout the sample period, with a 579

temporary increase during August 2022. 580

581

Air Raid Alerts Data on the start and end times of 582

region-wide air raid alerts was scraped from the Telegram 583

channel of the popular mobile app Air Alert Ukraine by 584

Volodymyr Agafonkin��� and published online. The Air 585

Alert app was developed by Ukrainian software development 586

company stfalcon††† and Ukrainian security company Ajax 587

Systems‡‡‡ with support from the Ukrainian Ministry of 588

Digital Transformation. Users can select regions of interest 589

and receive loud alert warnings informing them of the 590

beginning and end of a civil defense alert in the region. 591

Importantly, the app does not collect geolocation data, which 592

means activation of the alert should not bias the geolocation 593

signals received from the Veraset data. Moreover, it is only 594

possible to activate alerts for one region at a time, so we can 595

reasonably expect users in Ukraine to tune into the alerts for 596

their region of residence. The app creators claim the app is 597

the only one of its type that supports critical alerts, where 598

notifications are delivered even when a smartphone is in silent 599

or sleep mode. The type of alerts the app delivers falls under 600

civil defense alerts and includes airstrike warnings, chemical 601

attacks, impending technological catastrophes, etc. We only 602

retain alerts classified as airstrike warnings, which results 603

in 3,256 unique alerts over the sample period, which runs 604

from March 15, 2022, to September 31, 2022.§§§ Between 605

February and September 2022, the app had been downloaded 606

around 5.3 million times in Ukraine, with over half of those 607

downloads occurring in March 2022 (see Figure SI-3). Not all 608

regions have scraped alert data available: Figure 1 shows the 609

regions for which there is air alert data. 610

611

Violent Event Data We leverage violent event data from 612

two sources. The primary source is the Violent Incident 613

Information from News Articles (VIINA) (43). The platform 614

tracks violence in Ukraine using a multitude of source 615

streams, including domestic sources in Ukraine, Russia, 616

as well as open source intelligence reports gathered from 617

social media. The balance of source locations and types is 618

used to establish cross-source coverage, addressing potential 619

sources of reporting bias. Our measures of combat activity 620

and events involving civilian casualties are drawn from the 621

platform’s recurrent neural network (RNN) classification 622

of events. To calculate the damage multiplier used in our 623

excess deaths exercise, we rely on information from the 624

Armed Conflict Location and Event Data Project (ACLED), 625

which combines supervised and unsupervised collection and 626

processing techniques (44). Although this source lacks the 627

source coverage and cross-validation of VIINA, ACLED 628

includes information on the estimated number of casualties 629

associated with each recorded event. 630

631

Territorial Data Data on territorial control by Russian and 632

Ukrainian forces is obtained from the VIINA database (43). 633

We back out daily estimates of the front line from this data 634

by bu�ering each locality with a 5km radius, dissolving these 635

���https://agafonkin.com/
†††https://stfalcon.com/
‡‡‡https://ajax.systems/
§§§Though air raids started occurring at the beginning of the war (Feb 24), reliable digital alert data

only started coming in after March 15.
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bu�ered points into two polygons – one for Russian- and636

one for Ukrainian-controlled territory – and backing out the637

estimated front line territory as the area where both polygons638

intersect.639

640

Geospatial Data We match the alert regions from the Air641

Alert app to o�cial administrative regions in Ukraine from642

2015 at the oblast (region), raion (district), and city levels643

(45), the result of which is shown in Figure 1. Similarly, we644

intersect the mobile device pings with these administrative645

regions to deduce which alert a device is exposed to.646

Research Design. To assess civilian response to air raid alerts,647

we estimate the following event study specification for a win-648

dow of 30 minutes around each alert,649

Responseit =
t0+30ÿ

t=t0≠10

”t + Áit, [1]650

where i indicates a unique mobile device; t is a minute of the651

hour (e.g. 5:00pm to 5:01pm); Responseit is a measure of652

device i’s movement in minute t, where our main measure is the653

total distance the device moved between subsequent pings; ”t654

is a dummy variable for being in minute t; the sum iterates over655

all such dummies from 10 minutes before to 30 minutes after656

the alert; and, Áit is an error term. The choice of time window657

corresponds to the minimum alert duration in the sample,658

which is 30 minutes.¶¶¶ The end of the alarm is followed by659

an additional “all-clear” notification. Results for extended660

time windows are shown in Figure SI-8. We allow for the panel661

to be unbalanced (i.e., not every device has a ping in every662

minute in the window), but require there to be at least one ping663

in each minute, or else we drop the corresponding alert. This664

results in a total of 3,256 estimated versions of Equation 1. To665

illustrate the results of our event studies in a digestible format,666

we plot the central tendency of the ten minutes before the667

alert, the minute of the alert notification, and the subsequent668

thirty minutes. We also plot the variability of the underlying669

estimates with 95% confidence intervals constructed using670

a local polynomial regression (loess) across the event study671

bins (i.e., across time-to-treatment bins). We supplement this672

approach in Supporting Information with various clustered673

bootstrapping techniques to account for uncertainty in the674

underlying estimates themselves (See Figure SI-5). Our setting675

can be viewed as a meta-analysis with a fixed research design676

conducted by a single research team. The clustered bootstrap677

has been shown to deliver valid confidence bounds compared to678

robust variance estimation approaches for meta-analysis when679

there is dependency across studies (46). Additional details680

about split-period and split-sample estimates are also provided681

in Supporting Information.682
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Fig. 1. Air Alerts by Day and Region

Note: figure depicts the number of distinct air alerts that were broadcast on the Air Alert Ukraine app in a given region on a given day. An alert that spans multiple days is
counted on each of the days.
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Fig. 2. Strong overall public response to bombardment alerts

Notes: figure shows pooled estimates of air alert event studies between March and September 2022. Figure documents changes in distance traveled (sum) across time
(minutes relative to treatment) for the 61 minute window centered around the minute of the air alert notification. The vertical line separates the pre-period trends from the
post-treatment effects. Colored bands depict 95% confidence intervals of a smoothed local linear (loess) regression estimated from the 10 and 31 event study dummies on the
left and right side of minute 0 for each of the underlying event studies (see the SI for the event study specification).
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Fig. 3. Strong public response to alerts declines as war progresses

Notes: figure shows pooled estimates of air alert event studies between March and September 2022. Figure shows changes in distance traveled (sum) across time (minutes
relative to treatment) for the 61 minute window centered around the minute of the air alert notification. The vertical line separates the pre-period trends from the post-treatment
effects. Periods are indicated by various colors. Colored bands depict 95% confidence intervals of a smoothed local linear (loess) regression estimated from the 10 and 31
event study dummies on the left and right side of minute 0 for each of the underlying event studies (see the SI for the event study specification).
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Fig. 4. Altitude response suggests decline in movement not due to increased sheltering underground

Notes: figure shows pooled estimates of air alert event studies between March and September 2022. Figure shows changes in altitude (e.g., movement up/down within
buildings) across time (minutes relative to treatment) for the 61 minute window centered around the minute of the air alert notification. The vertical line separates the pre-period
trends from the post-treatment effects. Periods of conflict are designated using various colors. Effects are shown in level changes. Colored bands depict 95% confidence
intervals of a smoothed local linear (loess) regression estimated from the 10 and 31 event study dummies on the left and right side of minute 0 for each of the underlying event
studies (see the SI for the event study specification).
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Fig. 5. Outdoors response suggests decline in movement not due to increased use of “two-wall rule“

Notes: figures show pooled estimates of air alert event studies between March and September 2022, for subsamples of devices that are: Left panel: at least 100 meters away
from their estimated home locations during all minutes in the event window; Right panel: “on the move“: traveling faster than 300 meters per hour (5 meters per minute) on
average during all minutes in the event window. Figure shows changes in distance traveled (sum) across time (minutes relative to treatment) for the 61 minute window centered
around the minute of the air alert notification. The vertical line separates the pre-period trends from the post-treatment effects. Periods are indicated by various colors. Colored
bands depict 95% confidence intervals of a smoothed local linear (loess) regression estimated from the 10 and 31 event study dummies on the left and right side of minute 0 for
each of the underlying event studies (see the SI for the event study specification).
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Fig. 6. Attenuation in responsiveness to alerts present even among population exposed to high quality information about risk

Notes: figures show period-specific estimates of air alert event studies between March and September 2022. Left shows changes in distance traveled (sum) across time
(minutes relative to treatment) for the 61 minute window centered around the minute of the air alert notification. The vertical line separates the pre-period trends from the
post-treatment effects. Effects are shown in meters. Samples are split at the median of false alerts using a 14-day bandwidth (additional results demonstrate robustness).
Results are shown for March/April. Middle shows changes in distance traveled during May/June. Right shows changes in distance traveled between July and September.
Colored bands depict 95% confidence intervals of a smoothed local linear (loess) regression estimated from the 10 and 31 event study dummies on the left and right side of
minute 0 for each of the underlying event studies (see the SI for the event study specification).
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Fig. 7. Increased exposure to alerts associated with decreased response

Notes: figures show period-specific estimates of air alert event studies between March and September 2022. Left shows changes in distance traveled (sum) across time
(minutes relative to treatment) for the 61 minute window centered around the minute of the air alert notification. The vertical line separates the pre-period trends from the
post-treatment effects. Effects are shown in meters. Samples are split at the median of alert exposure (duration of alerts within regions and time periods) calculated as a 21-day
moving average. Results are shown for March/April. Middle shows changes in distance traveled during May/June. Right shows changes in distance traveled between July and
September. Colored bands depict 95% confidence intervals of a smoothed local linear (loess) regression estimated from the 10 and 31 event study dummies on the left and
right side of minute 0 for each of the underlying event studies (see the SI for the event study specification).
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Fig. 8. Public sheltering response is stronger closer to the front line

Notes: figures show average estimates across all event studies of shelter response to air alert at the front line and 275 km away from the front line (corresponding to one
standard deviation distance to front line across all devices in sample). For source of front-line data and regression specification see Supporting Information. Colored bands
depict 95% confidence intervals of a smoothed local linear (loess) regression estimated from the 10 and 31 event study dummies on the left and right side of minute 0 for each
of the underlying event studies (see the SI for the event study specification).
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Supporting Information Appendix (SI)1

Ethics Statement. The mobile device data does not contain2

uniquely identifying information regarding device users. The3

unique vector of information that binds location information4

across collection platforms is an anonymized device identifier5

that cannot, without significant effort, be modified by the6

user. This identifier, however, cannot be linked to any identi-7

fying administrative data. The study did not involve direct8

interaction with or manipulation of human subjects.9

The authors formed an ad-hoc internal review committee at10

one of the partner organizations to evaluate the paper design11

and findings, and to consider any ethical concerns related to12

the research. No ethical concerns regarding human subjects13

were raised during this internal review and we did not pursue14

a further review at any of the other partner institutions.15

Data and Code. The code and the non-confidential data used16

to produce the results in this study are available at https:17

//github.com/Davidvandijcke/ukraine_air_raids. The confidential18

data used in the study can be purchased from the location19

data provider Veraset.∗20

Supplemental Methods.21

Sample representativeness. We assess the representativeness of22

the sample of devices by estimating devices’ home locations23

before the war (January 2022) and comparing the implied24

regional population densities against those implied by publicly25

available data on Ukraine’s regional population.26

Devices’ home locations are computed as their most fre-27

quent nighttime location between Jan 1 and Jan 31, 2022.28

Nighttime locations are calculated as the location at which29

a device was dwelling for at least 2 hours overnight (from30

some time before to some time after 12am). A “dwell” is31

calculated as a cluster of points over space and time using a32

spatio-temporal version of the DBSCAN algorithm, with a33

minimum duration of 1 minute (1).34

We obtain data on Ukraine’s regional population from two35

sources: the Common Operational Dataset on Population36

Statistics (COD-PS) produced by the United Nations Office37

for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, which interpo-38

lates the last Ukrainian Census in 2001 until 2022 based on39

annual births and deaths registration data;† and WorldPop, a40

database containing 100 by 100-meter 2020 population counts41

estimated based on Census and various other geospatial data42

combined with buildings and settlements data derived from43

satellite imagery (2).‡ The COD-PS data are at the oblast44

level. We aggregate the WorldPop data to the raion and45

oblast level using the geospatial data described in Materials46

and Methods. If a 100-meter grid intersects the boundary of47

an administrative region, we assign it to the region with the48

most overlap in surface area.49

Then, we count the number of devices with a home location50

in each raion and oblast and compare the implied population51

densities with those in the COD-PS and WorldPop datasets in52

Figure SI-13. The estimated Pearson correlation coefficients53

are 0.37 at the raion level and around 0.6 at the oblast level.54

Kyiv is an outlier, counting many more devices than estimated55

population. This is likely caused both by interpolations from56

∗https://www.veraset.com/
†https://data.humdata.org/dataset/cod-ps-ukr
‡https://hub.worldpop.org/geodata/summary?id=50086

the 2001 Census being biased downward for large cities, as 57

well as mobile device ownership being higher. Removing Kyiv 58

increases the correlation to 0.7 for the WorldPop data and 0.76 59

for the COD-PS data. Since each source is an interpolation 60

of regional population values from legacy data sources, we 61

anticipate that a near-perfect correlation with our mobility 62

data is unlikely. The strong correspondence does, however, 63

suggest our sample of devices is generally representative of 64

the pre-war Ukrainian population. Additional validation tests 65

using the same data collection platform (Veraset) in the United 66

States have been shown to be robustly correlated with high 67

fidelity, high precision population counts from administrative 68

data (3). 69

Estimation of event studies. The main estimation strategy an 70

event study specification for a window of 30 minutes around 71

each alert, 72

Responseit =
t0+30∑

t=t0−10

δt + εit, [1] 73

where i indicates a unique mobile device; t is a minute of the 74

hour (e.g. 5pm to 5:01pm); Responseit is a measure of device 75

i’s movement in minute t, where our main measure is the total 76

distance the device moved between subsequent pings; δt is a 77

dummy variable for being in minute t; the sum iterates over 78

all such dummies from 10 minutes before to 30 minutes after 79

the alert; and εit is an error term. We allow for the panel 80

to be unbalanced (i.e., not every device has a ping in every 81

minute in the window), but require there to be at least one 82

ping in each minute, or else we drop the corresponding alert. 83

This results in a total of 3,256 estimated versions of Equation 84

1. To illustrate the results of our event studies in a digestible 85

format, we plot the central tendency and local polynomial fit 86

of the ten minutes before the alert, the minute of the alert 87

notification, and the subsequent thirty minutes. 88

In the split-period results, we show the local polynomial fit 89

of mobility over time leads and lags by splitting the pool of 90

event studies based on when the alert occurs. 91

In the elevation results, we show results for a slight revision 92

of Equation 1 (repeated above as Equation 1): 93

Elevationit =
t0+30∑

t=t0−10

δt + εit, [2] 94

where i indicates a unique mobile device; t is a minute of 95

the hour (e.g. 5pm to 5:01pm); Elevationit is a measure of 96

device i’s movement in the Z dimension (vertical movement) 97

in minute t, where our main measure is the total distance 98

the device moved between subsequent pings; δt is a dummy 99

variable for being in minute t; the sum iterates over all such 100

dummies from 10 minutes before to 30 minutes after the alert; 101

and εit is an error term. 102

In the split-period specification with signal quality and, 103

separately, alert duration, we show the local polynomial fit 104

of mobility over time leads and lags by splitting the pool of 105

event studies based on when the alert occurs and the median 106

of the parameter. In Figure 6, we split by the median of 107

false positive rates observed in the prior 14 day window. In 108

Figure 7, we split by the median of alert duration. Finally, 109

in Figure SI-14, we interact the time dummies δt with a 110

continuous variable Distanceit which measures the kilometers 111

Van Dijcke et al. PNAS | March 30, 2023 | vol. XXX | no. XX | 1
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a device is removed from the nearest front line at the time112

of the alert, where we estimate the front line locations each113

day as explained in the Materials and Methods section.114

Responseit is then predicted at each post-alert minute for115

devices 0km and 275km away from the front line, and the116

resulting predicted vales are aggregated across alerts. We117

filter out areas where devices’ distance to the front varies by118

less than 50km, and where the sample consists of less than 200119

observations, to ensure that the data has sufficient variation120

to estimate the more demanding interacted specification121

with sufficient precision. Furthermore, we drop Donetsk and122

Luhansk oblast for the interacted specification, as we expect123

civilian risk assessments to be different in areas that were124

persistently occupied by Russian forces.125

126

Sample composition. It is possible that attenuation in respon-127

siveness could be due to an endogenous shift in the sample of128

devices over time (selective exit or entry). Specifically, if the129

set of devices that exits the sample early are risk averse and130

respond at a higher rate on average (i.e., greater movement131

per alert), then attenuation might be a mechanical feature132

of sample change over time. As we discuss in the main text,133

changes in the sample scale mirror changes in population relo-134

cation documented by UNHCR. Additional details are here:135

https://bit.ly/3zwZ4ee. Distances traveled are also consistent136

over time with only a slight increase in travel per device-day137

in August 2022.138

Although endogenous exit and entry in this setting are139

difficult dynamics to address, we repeat the split-period event140

study design above using the set of devices observed in all141

periods and compare the elasticity of attenuation. Below is a142

formal definition:143

elasticity of attenuation = r̄restrict
3 /r̄restrict

1

r̄all
3 /r̄all

1
, [3]144

where r̄ is the average post-alert response per period across145

the two samples (all is the full sample; restrict is the set of146

devices present in all periods).147

If attenuation is due to sample composition changes, we148

would expect an elasticity much larger than one (significantly149

less attenuation among the restricted sample). If attenuation150

is the same or increases among the restricted sample, we151

would expect an elasticity of one or below one. We find an152

elasticity below one (.2717/.3957 = .69), suggesting that there153

is significant attenuation between periods even among this154

strict sample of devices.155

Additionally, one may expect that individuals who down-156

loaded the Air Alarm app early on are systematically different157

from those who downloaded it at a later stage of the conflict.158

We do not believe, however, that such potential differences159

are driving the documented decline in shelter response, for160

two reasons. First, the sample of mobile devices we consider161

does not discriminate based on whether the device has the Air162

Alarm app installed. In this sense, our estimates are equiva-163

lent to an intention-to-treat design. Moreover, as mentioned,164

the app is only one of several replicators of the alarm signal,165

which include social media and traditional sirens. Second,166

as documented in Figure SI-3, nearly 70% of all unique app167

installs during the sample period occurred in the first period168

of the conflict (March/April). As a result, even if late adopters169

differ from early adopters, we do not expect this small subset170

of users to have outsize effects on the overall patterns across 171

periods. 172

App updates. Another potential source of bias is changes in 173

the nature of the notifications sent by the Air Alert app. 174

To address this concern, in Table SI-1, we summarize the 175

changes implemented in the major version updates of the 176

app that occurred during our sample period, as reported by 177

Ajax Systems.§ As none of the changes substantially alter the 178

nature of the notification, we do not believe this can explain 179

the observed changes in shelter response. 180

Table SI-1. Air Alert updates

Version Main changes Date
2.5 -Possibility to choose between male or

female alarm voice.
March 26, 2022

-Ability to enable or disable the vibration
signal for notifications.
-Other minor improvements.

3.0 -Notifications about street fights and the
threat of artillery fire appeared.

April 26, 2022

-Added a map of alarms in Ukraine.
-Added an API.

4.0 -Added warnings for chemical threats
and radiation dangers.

August 2, 2022

-Other minor changes to the app layout.

Counterfactual estimation of avoided and avoidable casualties due 181

to observed post-alert mobility and diminished responsiveness over 182

time. To estimate avoided and avoidable deaths due to the shift 183

in mobility, we need to consider several parameters: 184

• βb captures the correlation between sheltering (movement) 185

and civilian harm. b indicates the benchmark sample, 186

which in our setting is the first period of the conflict. 187

• γt captures the damage multiplier—the calculated ratio 188

of civilian casualties to civilian casualty events. This 189

scaling weight is designed by t, to allow the ratio to 190

change dynamically to reflect changes in military tactics 191

and weaponry. 192

• ∆t indicates the change in movement relative to the bench- 193

mark period. 194

• alertst is a count of alerts on day t. 195

For the first avoided casualties exercise, the counterfactual 196

is calculated as the sum of day-specific products, as in: 197

avoided deaths =
T∑

t=1

βb × γt × ∆t × alertst, [4] 198

where T is the last day in the third period. Note that ∆t 199

in this case is observed movement relative to the counterfac- 200

tual of no post-alert movement. That is, in the absence of a 201

notification to seek shelter, we anticipate there would be no 202

movement in the window immediately after when the alert 203

would have occurred. Although it is possible that civilians 204

would seek shelter in the absence of a notification (e.g., flee- 205

ing bombardment after it occurs), we consider this a simple 206

§See https://ajax.systems/ua/blog/air-alert-2-5/, https://ajax.systems/ua/blog/air-alert-3-0/, https:
//ajax.systems/ua/blog/air-alert-4-0/.
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Table SI-2. Bootstrapped calculation of standard errors for counter-
factual exercises

Counterfactual estimation
Method 1 Method 2

Avoided casualty (rate) .45 .35

Bootstrap, cl(month) 10K .093 .075
Bootstrap, cl(period) 10K .108 .092
Bootstrap, 10K .104 .081
Random resampling (.5), 10K .116 .090

but informative baseline counterfactual. To help bound the207

estimate from below, we also consider an alternative setting208

where civilians move in anticipation of a potential attack at209

least as much as they shelter during the final period of the210

study. To implement this approach, we remove the median of211

post-alert mobility from observed mobility across all periods212

via ∆t.213

Now we turn to parameter estimation in Equation 4. We214

recover βb from the following specification:215

civcasevents
it = βbshelteringit + θmilitaryevents

it , [5]216

Where shelteringit is the observed movement patterns217

observed in response to the alert in location i at time t,218

civcasevents
it captures the count of civilian casualty events219

recorded during a short reporting period after the alert that220

plausibly occurred during the alert window itself as well as221

military operations (events) that occurred during the same222

window. The quantity of interest is βb. We find a robust223

negative correlation between movement and civilian casualty224

events during the initial phase of the conflict (-0.0674, p <225

.01, in kilometer terms). So βb = -0.0674 (in km). We then226

use ACLED data to calculate γt, which enables us to specify227

a scalar that converts estimated events to casualties.228

To recover a measure of variability for these counterfactuals,229

we implement a preferred and auxiliary bootstrapping and230

resampling techniques. In our preferred approach, we boot-231

strap the underlying time series sample with replacement using232

clusters that are month-specific (10,000 draws). This allows233

us to account for correlated trends across time, within each234

month of the conflict. We supplement this approach with sev-235

eral alternatives: bootstrapped sampling (with replacement)236

with period-of-conflict clusters (10,000 draws), matching the237

periods split in some of the estimates; bootstrapped sampling238

(with replacement) without clustering (10,000 draws); and,239

randomized resampling without replacement of 50% of the240

original sample (10,000 draws). The corresponding standard241

errors are shown in Table SI-2 for each of the two counter-242

factual approaches and various bootstraping and resampling243

methods implemented.244

For the second avoidable casualties exercise, the counter-245

factual is then calculated as the sum of day-specific products,246

as in:247

excess deaths =
T∑

t=1

βb × γt × ∆t × alertst. [6]248

From above, the main difference is ∆t, which is more in-249

volved than in the initial counterfactual estimation. We im-250

plement three approaches to bound our estimates:251

Table SI-3. Additional bootstrapped calculation of standard errors for
counterfactual exercises

Counterfactual estimation
Method 1 Method 2 Method 3

Excess casualty (rate) .15 .08 .12

Bootstrap, cl(month) 10K .024 .015 .020

1. We adjust our measure of post-alert mobility using trends 252

in movement observed between the first and third peri- 253

ods (but keeping our casualty weights consistent). This 254

approach is most similar to the split sample approach in 255

our main design. To be clear, ∆t is calculated as linear 256

trend fit across the medians of the first and third periods 257

while γt is derived directly from the raw casualty data. 258

2. We incorporate day-specific measures of post-alert mobil- 259

ity as well as day-specific weights that help us adjust the 260

casualties-per-event calculation. This approach allows γt 261

and ∆t to be derived directly from the raw casualty and 262

movement data. 263

3. We combine the trends in movement with trends in event 264

severity, which allows us to smooth out spikes in casualties- 265

per-event due to a sudden but temporary shift in weapon 266

lethality. This allows us to smooth γt, using a moving 267

average, and leverage a trend for ∆t. 268

For these three scenarios, we reproduce the preferred vari- 269

ability calculations from the initial counterfactuals using clus- 270

tered bootstrapping by month. These results are reported in 271

Table SI-3. The trends in these estimates are shown in Figure 272

SI-1. 273

1. M Ester, HP Kriegel, J Sander, X Xu, , et al., A density-based algorithm for discovering clusters 274

in large spatial databases with noise. in kdd. Vol. 96, pp. 226–231 (1996). 275

2. M Bondarenko, D Kerr, A Sorichetta, A Tatem, Census/projection-disaggregated gridded popu- 276

lation datasets, adjusted to match the corresponding unpd 2020 estimates, for 183 countries in 277

2020 using built-settlement growth model (bsgm) outputs. University Southampton (2020). 278

3. R Squire, What about bias in your dataset? Quantifying sampling bias in safegraph patterns in 279

Technical Report. (2019). 280
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Fig. SI-1. Calculation of excess death suggests avoidable losses due to public non-responsiveness to government messages

Notes: figure shows estimates of excess death between May and September 2022. Counterfactual movement is calculated as the deviation between the current period (day of
sample) and the first phase of the conflict.
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Fig. SI-2. Countries with activity alert platforms

Note: figure depicts the number and distribution of countries with persistent physical security alert platforms. These platforms include sirens, cell tower emulators, and mobile
device applications. Data compiled from publicly available media, open source materials, and government documents detailing the platforms.
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Fig. SI-3. Air Alerts by Day and Region

Note: figure depicts the number of unique monthly installs of the Air Alert app between Mar and Sep 2022. Source: Similarweb.
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Fig. SI-4. Strong overall public response to bombardment alerts, alternative transformation

Notes: figure shows pooled estimates of air alert event studies between March and September 2022. Figure documents changes in distance traveled (sum) across time
(minutes relative to treatment) for the 61 minute window centered around the minute of the air alert notification, with an inverse hyperbolic sine transformation. The vertical line
separates the pre-period trends from the post-treatment effects. Colored bands depict 95% confidence intervals of a smoothed local linear (loess) regression estimated from the
10 and 31 event study dummies on the left and right side of minute 0 for each of the underlying event studies (see the SI for the event study specification).

Fig. SI-5. Strong overall public response to bombardment alerts remains consistent with alternative bootstrap approaches to aggregating underlying model uncertainty

(a) Sampling with replacement (b) Clustered sampling

Notes: figures show pooled estimates of air alert event studies between March and September 2022. Figures document changes in distance traveled (sum) across time
(minutes relative to treatment) for the 61 minute window centered around the minute of the air alert notification. The vertical line separates the pre-period trends from the
post-treatment effects. The vertical bars capture the 95% confidence intervals drawn from alternative bootstrap approaches. (a) leverages bootstrap random samples with
replacement equivalent to the total original size of the sample. Since each time-to-treat value is drawn from the blocked nature of the original bins, we maintain the potential
correlation across estimates in each treatment window but allow the estimates to be drawn from separate underlying event studies (alerts). (b) leverages clustered sampling,
where an entire array of model estimates is drawn as a cluster, maintaining the within-event pattern. These samples are a random draw with replacement from the underlying
event studies.
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Fig. SI-6. Strong public response to alerts declines as war progresses, alternative transformation

Notes: figure shows pooled estimates of air alert event studies between March and September 2022. Figure shows changes in distance traveled (sum) across time (minutes
relative to treatment) for the 61 minute window centered around the minute of the air alert notification, with an inverse hyperbolic sine transformation. The vertical line separates
the pre-period trends from the post-treatment effects. Periods are indicated by various colors. Colored bands depict 95% confidence intervals of a smoothed local linear (loess)
regression estimated from the 10 and 31 event study dummies on the left and right side of minute 0 for each of the underlying event studies (see the SI for the event study
specification).
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(b) Rural areas
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Fig. SI-7. Alert fatigue in both urban and rural areas, but more pronounced in urban

Notes: figures show pooled estimates of air alert event studies between March and September 2022, separate for urban and rural areas. Graphs show changes in distance
traveled (sum) across time (minutes relative to treatment) for the 61 minute window centered around the minute of the air alert notification. The vertical line separates the
pre-period trends from the post-treatment effects. Periods are indicated by various colors. Areas classified as urban are 131 cities of regional significance according to the
second-level administrative division in place until 2020, plus Kyiv and Sebastopol. Colored bands depict 95% confidence intervals of a smoothed local linear (loess) regression
estimated from the 10 and 31 event study dummies on the left and right side of minute 0 for each of the underlying event studies (see the SI for the event study specification).
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Fig. SI-8. Shelter response persists throughout extended alarms

Notes: figures show pooled estimates of air alert event studies between March and September 2022, for extended time windows of 60 and 240 minutes. Alarms that end earlier
than these windows were dropped from the respective samples. Graphs show changes in distance traveled (sum) across time (minutes relative to treatment) for these time
windows centered around the minute of the air alert notification. The vertical line separates the pre-period trends from the post-treatment effects. Periods are indicated by
various colors. Colored bands depict 95% confidence intervals of a smoothed local linear (loess) regression estimated from the 10 and 31 event study dummies on the left and
right side of minute 0 for each of the underlying event studies (see the SI for the event study specification).
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Fig. SI-9. Altitude response suggests decline in movement not due to increased sheltering underground, alternative transformation

Notes: figure shows pooled estimates of air alert event studies between March and September 2022. Figure shows changes in altitude (e.g., movement up/down within
buildings) across time (minutes relative to treatment) for the 61 minute window centered around the minute of the air alert notification, with an inverse hyperbolic sine
transformation. The vertical line separates the pre-period trends from the post-treatment effects. Periods of conflict are designated using various colors. Effects are shown in
level changes. Colored bands depict 95% confidence intervals of a smoothed local linear (loess) regression estimated from the 10 and 31 event study dummies on the left and
right side of minute 0 for each of the underlying event studies (see the SI for the event study specification).
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Fig. SI-10. Attenuation in responsiveness to alerts present even among population exposed to high quality information about risk, 7-day bandwidth

Notes: figures show period-specific estimates of air alert event studies between March and September 2022. Left shows changes in distance traveled (sum) across time
(minutes relative to treatment) for the 61 minute window centered around the minute of the air alert notification. The vertical line separates the pre-period trends from the
post-treatment effects. Effects are shown in meters. Samples are split at the median of false alerts using a 7-day bandwidth. Results are shown for March/April. Middle shows
changes in distance traveled during May/June. Right shows changes in distance traveled between July and September. Colored bands depict 95% confidence intervals of a
smoothed local linear (loess) regression estimated from the 10 and 31 event study dummies on the left and right side of minute 0 for each of the underlying event studies (see
the SI for the event study specification).
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Fig. SI-11. Attenuation in responsiveness to alerts present even among population exposed to high-quality information about risk, 3-day bandwidth

Notes: figures show period-specific estimates of air alert event studies between March and September 2022. Left shows changes in distance traveled (sum) across time
(minutes relative to treatment) for the 61 minute window centered around the minute of the air alert notification. The vertical line separates the pre-period trends from the
post-treatment effects. Effects are shown in meters. Samples are split at the median of false alerts using a 3-day bandwidth. Results are shown for March/April. Middle shows
changes in distance traveled during May/June. Right shows changes in distance traveled between July and September. Colored bands depict 95% confidence intervals of a
smoothed local linear (loess) regression estimated from the 10 and 31 event study dummies on the left and right side of minute 0 for each of the underlying event studies (see
the SI for the event study specification).
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Fig. SI-12. Increased exposure to alerts associated with decreased response, cumulative duration

Notes: figures show period-specific estimates of air alert event studies between March and September 2022. Left shows changes in distance traveled (sum) across time
(minutes relative to treatment) for the 61 minute window centered around the minute of the air alert notification. The vertical line separates the pre-period trends from the
post-treatment effects. Effects are shown in meters. Samples are split at the median of alert exposure (duration of alerts within regions and time periods) calculated as
cumulative duration since the start of the conflict. Results are shown for March/April. Middle shows changes in distance traveled during May/June. Right shows changes in
distance traveled between July and September. Colored bands depict 95% confidence intervals of a smoothed local linear (loess) regression estimated from the 10 and 31
event study dummies on the left and right side of minute 0 for each of the underlying event studies (see the SI for the event study specification).
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Fig. SI-13. Devices’ implied population density correlates strongly with other population density statistics
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(a) WorldPop: Raion
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(b) WorldPop: Oblast
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(c) COD-PS: Oblast

Notes: figures plot estimated regional population of Ukraine in millions from publicly available datasets against the same derived from the estimated home locations in January
2023 of the 3,381,198 mobile devices for which home locations could be computed. Publicly available datasets are WorldPop and the United Nation’s Common Operational
Dataset, which are both interpolations of the 2001 Census of Ukraine, see SI. Coefficient of determination and Pearson correlation coefficient are reported in top right of graphs.
Solid line indicates perfect correlation.
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Fig. SI-14. Public sheltering response is stronger closer to the front line

Notes: figures show average estimates across all event studies of shelter response to air alert at the front line and 275 km away from the front line (corresponding to one
standard deviation distance to front line across all devices in sample). For source of front-line data and regression specification see Supporting Information. Colored bands
depict 95% confidence intervals of a smoothed local linear (loess) regression estimated from the 10 and 31 event study dummies on the left and right side of minute 0 for each
of the underlying event studies (see the SI for the event study specification).
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